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The behavior of a prime ideal in a polynomial ring when the basic field

is extended to a larger field has been studied extensively by Zariski(l) in the

case of a basic field of characteristic 0 and by A. Weil in the general case

(his results are not published as yet). Our main purpose is to extend these

results to the case of ideals in rings of power series, a case in which essentially

new difficulties are encountered. We have nevertheless included in this paper

a treatment of the "polynomial" case; several types of arguments appear in

their simplest form in this case.

1. Separably generated extensions. A finite extension Z/K of a field K

is said to be separably generated if there exists a transcendence base B of Z

with respect to K such that Z is separable over K(B).

MacLane has proved(2) that the following conditions are equivalent when

Z/K is a finite extension of a field K of characteristic p^O:

I. The extension Z/K is separably generated;

II. The extension Z/K preserves p-independence;

III. If yi, • • • , y m are elements of Z and are linearly independent over K,

then y\, • • • ,yvm are linearly independent over K.

Conditions II and III remain equivalent if Z/K is an infinite extension,

but they are no longer equivalent with I. It seems to me that the "good"

notion of separably generated extension is the one which is expressed by II

or III. For this reason, the term "separably generated extension" will be

taken in this paper as synonymous with "extension preserving ^-independ-

ence."

We shall often use a trivially equivalent formulation of condition II,

which is:

II'. If L/K is any finite extension of K such that KELQKllp, then

[ZL:Z]=[L:K].

Proposition 1. Assume that the extension Z/K is separably generated. If

K'/K is any algebraic extension of K, the extension ZK'/K' is separably gen-

erated.

Presented to the Society, November 27, 1943; received by the editors August 27, 1943.

(x) Cf. O. Zariski, Algebraic varieties over ground fields of characteristic 0, Amer. J. Math,

vol. 62 (1940) p. 187.
(2) Cf. S. MacLane, Modular fields. I. Separating transcendence bases, Duke Math. J.

vol. 5 (1939) p. 372.
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It is clearly sufficient to prove Proposition 1 in the case where the exten-

sion Z/K is finite. In that case, there exists a separating transcendence base B

of Z with respect to K; B is a transcendence base of ZK'/K' and ZK' is sepa-

rable over K'(B).

Proposition 2. Assume that the extension Z/K is separably generated. Let

L/K be any finite purely inseparable extension of K. Then [ZL:Z] = [7:2C].

We can find a finite chain L0 = KC.LiC. • ■ ■ C.Lh = L of subfields of L

such that LiCZLl^i (lá*iSA). Since ZL^í/Lí-i is separably generated, we

have [ZLí'.ZLí-í]=[Lí:Lí-í] (l^i^h). Proposition 2 follows immediately

from this formula.

Proposition 3. Let © be a semi-simple hyper complex system over the field K,

and let Z/K be a separably generated extension of K. Then the hypercomplex

system ©z over Z (obtained from © by extending the field of coefficients from K

to Z) is semi-simple.

Let {ui, • • • , um} be a base of ©/2s7. Assume that a=z2n.iz»M» (Z%Ç.Z,

I^îîSwî) is an element of the radical of ©z; then ab is nilpotent for every

¿>G©z. It follows that ö belongs to theradicalof ©z-, where Z' = 2v(zi, • • ■ ,zn).

It is therefore sufficient to prove Proposition 3 in the case where Z is finite

over K.

Let then {xi, - • • ,xr} be a separating transcendence base of Z/K, and set

Z* =K(xi, • ■ • , x,). Since Z is algebraic and separable over Z*, it is sufficient

to prove that ©z« is semi-simple. Let 0 be the subring K[xi, • ■ ■ , xr,

ui, • • • , um] of ©z«, and let a be an element of o which is contained in the

radical of ©z«. If &, • • • , £r are any r elements of the algebraic closure of K,

and if K' = K(^i, • • • , £r), there exists a homomorphism <p( of o onto ©a--

such that <p (x,) =£,• (1 ̂ j^r) and <fo(M¿) =M¿ (1 =«'=«)• It is clear that <p((a)

belongs to the radical of ©a-', whence <££(a)=0 if £i, • • •, £r are separable

over K. Set a =^Pi(xi, • • • , xr)ui, where each P¿ is a polynomial with co-

efficients in K. If we had Pi?¿0 for some i, there would exist r elements

&• • • • i £r, separable over K, such that P»(£i, • • • , f^/^O, which brings a

contradiction. It follows that a = 0. Since every element of ©z* can be brought

in o by multiplication by an element of Z*, it follows that ©z* is semi-simple.

Proposition 4. Let Xi, • • ■ , Xrbe r letters. If the extension Z/K is separa-

bly generated, the extension Z((Xi, • • • , Xr))/K((Xi, • ■ ■ , Xr)) is also separa-

bly generated(3).

Let Li/K((Xi, - - • , Xr)) be a finite extension of K((Xl7 • • ■ , Xr)) such

that ii C [K((Xi, ■ ■ • , Xr)) ]I/p. It is clear that 7>i is contained in some field L

of the form K((Xlt ■ ■ ■ , Xr))(<p\lv, • • ■ , <$'), with <bi^K[[Xu ■ • • , Xr]]

(3) We denote by iSr[[Xi, • • ■ , XT]] the ring of formal power series in Xi, • • • , X,

with coefficients in K, and by iC((X,, • • • , Xr)) the field of quotients of K[[Xt, ■ • • , Xr]\.
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(1 ^¿^/î), and we may assume without loss of generality that [L:K((Xi, • • • ,

Xr))]=pk. In order to prove that [LiZ((Xu ■ ■ ■ , Xr)):Z((Xu • • • , Xr))]

= [Z,i7í:((Xi, ■ • • , Xr)):K((Xi, • • • , Xr))], it will be sufficient to prove the

similar formula with G replaced by L.

We have Z«^, • • • , XT))L=Z((XU ■ ■ • , Xr))(<p\h, ■ ■ ■ ,<p\h). Assume

for a moment that we have a relation of the form

W(«)<Pi      • ■ • <t>h      =0,
(«)

where (e) runs over all the A-tuples (ci, • • ■ , e») of integers such that 0^e,<£

(l^i^h), and where each ip(e) belongs to Z((XU • • • , Xr)). We can find an

element 05¿O in Z[[XU ■ ■ ■ , Xr]] such that d\pwEZ[[Xi, • • • , Xr]] for

all (e).

Let {fa} be a linear base of Z/K. We may express every coefficient of

any one of the series 0\j/w as a (finite) linear combination of the £Vs with co-

efficients in K; given any k>0, the expressions of the coefficients of the mo-

nomials of degrees less than or equal to k will involve only a finite number of

the elements f«. We may write

<¥<«) = Z r.*<.>...     *<«,,«€*[pa, • • •, x,]].
a

We have

a     \    («) /

Let if be any monomial in .Xi, • • • , Xr, and let aw,a(M) be the coefficient

of M in Z(e)'/'fe),a</>i1 • • • 0ä': we have Zao(,)ia(A0f2 = 0. Since the extension

Z/7C is separably generated, any finite number of the elements f^ are linearly

independent over K, whence aM,a(M) =0 for all (e), a, M, and

5Z ̂ <«).a<Êi   ■ • ■ <t>K   =0.

Since [L:K((Xi, • • • , Xr))]=ph, it follows that ^(e),o = 0 for all (e), a whence

^«0 = 0, ^(.) = 0, which proves that [Z((Xi, ■ ■ , Xr))L:Z((Xu ■ ■ ■ , Xr))]

= ph and therefore also that the extension Z((Xi, • • • ,Xr))/K((Xi, • • -, XT))

is separably generated.

Proposition 4a. If the extension Z/K is separably generated, the extension

Z(Xi, • • • , Xr)/K(Xi, • • • , Xr) is also separably generated.

The proof runs along exactly the same lines as the proof of Proposition 2,

and we may therefore omit it.

Lemma   1.  Let  K'/K  be  a finite  algebraic extension  of K.   We  have
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[K'((Xi,  ■ ■ ■ ,  Xr)):K((Xi, ■■■ ,   Xr))] = [K':K] = [K'(XU  ■ ■ ■ ,  Xr)
:K(Xi, ■ ■ ■ ,Xr)}.

Since [K':K] is finite, every element of 2C'[[Xi, • • • , Xr]] divides

some   element   of   K[[XU  ■ ■ ■ ,  Xr]],   whence   K'((XX,  • • • ,  Xr))=K'

K((Xi,   ■■-,  Xr)).

Let {coi, • • • , wm} be a linear base of K'/K. It will be sufficient to prove

that toi, • • -, wm are linearly independent over K((Xi, • • • , Xr)) in

K'((Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xr)). Assume that £r.i0.<«>. = O, <b^K((Xi, ■ ■ • , Xr))
(l^i^m); we can find an element 0=^0 in 7C[[Xi, • • • , Xr]] such that

0<j>iCzK[[Xi, • • • , Xr]] (l^ígíw). If we equate to 0 the coefficient of every

monomial in the series^ïï.i^'w«. we see that 00¿ = O, whence <bi = 0 (l^i^m),

which proves Lemma 1.

Proposition 5. If K is any field, the extensions K((Xi, • • • , Xr))/K,

K((Xi, • • • , Xr))/K(Xi, • • • , Xr) are separably generated.

The first assertion follows immediately from Lemma 1. Let now

Li/K(Xi, • ■ • , XT) be any extension of finite degree of K(Xi, • • • , Xr) which

is obtained by adjunction of a finite number of pth roots of elements of

K(Xi, ■ ■ , Xr). It is clear that LiCL = K'(X\/p, • • • , Xr/p), where K'/K

is a suitable finite extension of K contained in Kllp/K. In order to prove that

[LiK((Xu ■ ■ ■ , Xr)):K((Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xr))] = [G:7?(Xi • • • , Xr)], it will be
sufficient to prove the same formula with G replaced by L. By Lemma 1, we

have [K'((XU • • ■ , Xr)):K((Xu ■ ■ ■ , Xr))]= [K':K]. On the other hand,

every element of 2£'[[Xi, • • • , Xr]] may be written as a linear combination

of the elements of a base of K'/K with coefficients in 2v[[Xi, • • • , -X',-]];

it follows that K'((XU ■ ■ ■ , Xr))CK((Xu ■ ■ ■ , Xr))L and that the latter

field is equal to K'((XU ■ ■ ■ , XT))(X\lp, • • • , X)lv). The p' elements

X\l/p ■ • ■ Xf,p (0=e<<p, í¿i^r) are clearly linearly independent over

K'((XU ■ ■ ■ , Xr)), whence [K((XU ■ ■ ■ , Xr))L:K'((Xi, • • • , Xr))]=p\

[K((Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xr))L:K((Xu • • • , Xr))]=pr- [K':K]. By entirely similar

arguments, we see that we have also [L:K(Xi, ■ ■ • , XT)]=pr[K':K], which

proves Proposition 5.

2. Relatively algebraically closed fields.

Definition 1. Let K, Z be fields such that K is a subfield of Z. The field K
is said to be algebraically closed in Z if every element of Z which is algebraic over

K is already contained in K.

It follows immediately from Lemma 1, §1, that K is always algebraically

closed in K((Xi, • • • , Xr)), and, a fortiori, in K(XU ■ ■ ■ , Xr)-

Proposition 6. Assume that K is algebraically closed in Z. Then

K((Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xr)) is algebraically closed in Z((Xlt • • ■ , Xr)).
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Proposition 6 will follow immediately from the following lemma which

holds independently of the assumption that K is algebraically closed in Z.

Lemma 1. Let \p be an element of Z((XU • • • , Xr)) which is algebraic over

K((Xi, ■ • • , Xr)). There exists a subfield K' of Z containing K which has the

following properties :(\)K'is algebraic over K and the largest separable extension

of K contained in K'/K is of finite degree; (2) we can represent \p in the form

ii/<Po where xpiEK'llX!, • ■ ■ , Xr]], <p0EK[[Xi, ■ ■ ■ Xr]],<f>o*0.

Let
<Po4'm + tit™-1  +   ■   ■   ■   + <Pm  =   0

be an algebraic equation satisfied by \j/ with coefficients in 7C[[X"i, • • • , .Xr]].

Then \pi=<pçf{/ is integral over 7i[[.Xi, • • • , Xr]], and, a fortiori, over

Z[[X"i, • • • , -X,]]. The latter ring being integrally closed, we have

yPiEZ[[Xi, ■ ■ ■ , XT]]. The field K' will be the field generated over K by
the coefficients of ipi.

Let Z* be the algebraic closure of Z, and let a be any automorphism of

Z*/K; a may be extended to an automorphism of the ring Z* [ [Xi, • • • , XT] ]

leaving invariant the elements of 7C[[Xi, • • • , X,]]. We have

MV)™ + <r*lty'<Om-1 +   •   •   •   + 0m  =  0

and therefore there are at most m elements in Z*[[X"i, • • • , Xr]] which can

be written in the form \p°. It follows that there are at most m distinct iso-

morphisms of K'/K into Z*/K. In order to prove that K' is algebraic over K,

it will be sufficient to prove that if u is an element of Z which is transcen-

dental over K, and if k is any integer, there always exists an automorphism crk

of Z*/K such that ak(u)=uk. In fact, we can form a transcendence base B

of Z*/K which contains u; let B' be the set obtained by replacing u by uk

in 73; 73' is also a transcendence base of Z*/K, and there exists an isomorphism

t of K(B) with K(B') which maps « upon uk and leaves the elements of K

invariant. Since Z* is the algebraic closure of K(B), r may be extended to an

isomorphism ak of Z* with the algebraic closure of K(B'), that is, with Z*,

which proves our assertion.

We have proved that K' is algebraic over K and that there are only a

finite number of distinct isomorphisms of K'/K into Z*/K, which proves that

the largest separable extension of K contained in K'/K is of finite degree over

K. Lemma 1, and therefore also Proposition 6, are proved.

Remark. It is quite easy to see that it is impossible to require the field K'

of Lemma 1 to be of finite degree over K; it can be proved that K' may be

selected such that, for a suitable/, K'p/ is of finite degree over K. We shall not

give here the proof of this assertion, which we shall not use in this paper.

Proposition 6a. If K is algebraically closed in Z, the field K(Xi, • • • , Xr)

is algebraically closed in Z(X\, • • • , XT).
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This proposition has been proved by Zariski(4). It can also be derived ex-

actly in the same way as we obtained Proposition 3. For these reasons, we

shall omit its proof.

Proposition 7. If K is algebraically closed in Z, any polynomial in one let-

ter, with coefficients in K, which is irreducible in K remains irreducible in Z(6).

Let/(Jf) be such a polynomial. We adjoin to Z an element x which is a

root of the equation f(x) =0, and we denote by g(X) the irreducible poly-

nomial in Z, with first coefficient 1, which admits x as a zero. Since g(X) di-

vides f(X), the conjugates of x with respect to Z are all zeros of f(X) and

are therefore algebraic over K. Taking into account the relations between

coefficients and roots of an equation, we see that the coefficients of g(X) are

algebraic over K, that is, lie in K, whence g(X) =af(X), a£.K, which proves

Proposition 7.

Corollary. If K'/K is a simple algebraic extension of K, and if K is

algebraically closed in Z, we have [ZK':Z]= [K':K.].

It should be observed that the formula [ZK':Z]= [K':K] may fail to

hold if K'/K is an algebraic extension of finite degree but which cannot be

obtained by adjunction of a single element to K.

For this reason, it is convenient to introduce the following notion:

Definition 2. A sub field K of a field Z is said to be strongly algebraically

closed in Z if K is algebraically closed in Z and Z is separably generated over K.

Proposition 8. If Ki's strongly algebraically closed in Z, and if K'/K is any

algebraic extension of finite degree of K, we have [ZK':Z] = [K':K].

Let KÓ/K be the largest separable extension of K contained in K'/K:

we have already seen that [ZK¿ :Z] = [K¿ :K]. By Proposition 1, §1, we

know that the extension ZK¿/K¿ is separably generated. The extension

K'/K¿ being purely inseparable, we have [ZK':ZK¿ ] = [K':K¿ ] (cf. Propo-

sition 2, §1). Proposition 8 follows immediately from these formulas.

Corollary 1. If K is strongly algebraically closed in Z and if K'/K is any

algebraic extension, K' is strongly algebraically closed in ZK'.

Let £ be an element of ZK' which is algebraic over K', and set \K'(Ç) :K']

—d. We can find a finite algebraic extension K{ /K, contained in K'/K, such

that [K{ (f) :Kl ] =d and f&ZK{. We have

\ZK[ : Z] = [Kl-.K],        \ZK[ : Z] = [ZKl(i):Z] = [K{(t):K],

whence f Ç.K{, which proves that K' is algebraically closed in ZK'. Since we

(4) Cf. O. Zariski, Pencils on an algebraic variety and a new proof of a theorem of Bertini,

Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. SO (1941) p. 61, Lemma 2.

(s) Cf. O. Zarski, loe. cit. note (•), p. 147, p. 190, Lemma 1.
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also know that the extension ZK'/K' is separably generated, Corollary 1 is

proved.

Corollary 2. Let S/K be a finite algebraic extension of K, and assume that

K is strongly algebraically closed in afield Z. Then, the hyper complex system Sz

is afield.

In fact, the subfield SZ of the algebraic closure of Z is of degree equal to

[S.7Í ] over Z. It follows that Sz coincides with SZ, considered as a hypercom-

plex system over Z.

3. Extension of a prime ideal in a polynomial ring. Let K be a field, and

let 0 be a prime ideal in K[Xi, • • • , -X„]. Let Z be an overfield of K and let

23 be the ideal generated by the elements of b in Z[Xi, • ■ • , Xn]. We want

to study the structure of 23, and, notably, to find under what condition the

ideal 23 is always prime, whatever Z may be.

Let {f„} be a linear base of Z/K; every element of Z[Xi, • ■ • , Xn]

may be expressed in one and only one way in the form E*4af«. with

AaEK[Xi, • ■ • , Xn] and Aa = 0 for almost all a. A necessary and sufficient

condition for 2~2aAaÇa to belong to 23 is that A „Eu for every a. The condition

is clearly sufficient; conversely, let us assume that 2~L"Aa^a=2~^l-iBiVi,

where { Vi, • • ■ , Vh\ is a set of generators of D and BiEZ[Xi, • • • , Xn]

(1 i^i^h). If we express B{ in the form E«-^»'.«í<«> Bi,<*EK[Xi, • • • , Xn], we

have ^4q—y^Li7J,-.aFiGo for every a, which proves our assertion.

It follows in particular that %$r\K[Xi, • • ■ , -X„] = b, which proves

that the ring o = K[Xi, ■ ■ • , -X„]/b may be identified with a subring of

¡0 = Z[Xi, • • ■ , .Xn]/23. Moreover we see that every element of £) may be

expressed in one and only one way in the form X/aßafa. with a«Go, aa = 0 for

almost all a.

Let 5 be the field of quotients of o ; we can find r elements yi, • • • , yr

of o which form a transcendence base of S/K; let also u\, • • • , u¿ be ele-

ments of o which form a linear base of S/K(yi, • • • , yr). We see immedi-

ately'that yi, ■ ■ ■ , yr are algebraically independent over Z in the ring £),

and that the conditions Zf_i<r>,«i = 0, <piEZ[yi, • • ■ , yr] imply 0¿ = O

(íúiúd).
An element 05^0 in Z\y\, • • • , yr] is not a zero divisor in O. In fact,

assume that <p\p = 0, \bEO. We may express \p in the formZa&„f«, baEo. This

sum having only a finite number of terms not equal to 0, we can find an ele-

ment cf^O in K\yu ■ ■ ■ , yr] such that cbaE2^Li-i^\yu ' ' ' • yr]ui for all oí,

whence op=2~2Li}l/i^i, ̂iEZ\yi, • • • , yr]. We have 2~2t-i4»i'iUi = 0, whence
<p\pi = Q (1 ^i^d), and ^, = 0 (1 áí'ád) because Z[yi, • • • , yr] is a domain of

integrity. It follows that op = 0, whence cba = Q for every a, ¿>a = 0 and ^ = 0

which proves our assertion.

Let us construct the ring of quotients © of D; it follows from what

we have proved that © contains the field Z(yi, • ■ • , yr) and that the ele-
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ments ui, • • • , u¿ are linearly independent over this field. It is clear, that

ui, ■ ■ • , Ud form a linear base of © over Z(yi, • • • , yr).

The field 5 may be considered as a hypercomplex system over

K(yi, • • ■ , yr); we see that © is the hypercomplex system Sz<.Vl,v%.■ ■ -.»,)

which is deduced from 5 by extension of the field of coefficients from

K(yu • ■ ■ ,yr) toZ(yu • • • ,yr).

Since © is a hypercomplex system, the zero ideal in © has no imbedded

prime divisor; the same holds therefore for the zero ideal in O. We conclude

that the ideal 25 has no imbedded prime divisor. Moreover, if SB is any

prime divisor of 25, the ideal 2B/25 is a prime divisor of the zero ideal in O and

therefore has only 0 in common with Z[yi, • • • , yr]. It follows that the field

of quotients of Z\XX, • • • , X„]/2B contains Z(yi, ■ • • , yT), and is therefore

of degree of transcendency r over Z. We have therefore obtained the follow-

ing result:

Proposition 9. Let b be a prime ideal of dimension r in K [Xi, • ■ • , Xn]

and let Z be any overfield of K. The ideal generated by b in Z[Xi, • • • , Xn] is

an intersection of primary ideals whose associated prime ideals are all of dimen-

sion r(6).

If K is strongly algebraically closed in Z, we know that K(yi, • • • , yr)

is strongly algebraically closed in Z(yi, • ■ ■ , yT) (cf. Propositions 4a, §1, and

6a, §2). By Corollary 2 to Proposition 7, §2, it follows that © is in this case

a field, that is, that 25 is a prime ideal.

We shall now prove that 25 is always a prime ideal when K is strongly

algebraically closed in 5. We first show that it is sufficient to prove this state-

ment in the case where the extension Z/K is finite. In fact, if there exist two

polynomials in Z[Xi, ■ ■ • , Xn], neither of them belonging to 25, but whose

product belongs to 25, let Z' be the field generated by adjunction to K of the

coefficients of these polynomials; Z'/K is a finite extension, and the ideal gen-

erated by b in Z'[Xi, ■ • • , Xn] is not prime.

Let us therefore assume that the extension Z/K is finite, and let

{zi, • • • , z,\ be a transcendence base of Z/K; we set K'=K(zi, • • • , z,);

the field K is strongly algebraically closed in K' (cf. Lemma 1, §1), and there-

fore the ideal generated by b in K'[Xi, • • ■ , Xn] is prime. Since Z/2Î7' is a

finite algebraic extension, we see that it will be sufficient to prove our state-

ment in the case where Z/K is a finite algebraic extension. Assuming that

such is the case, we observe that every element of © may be written in the

form ^aaaÇa, a„G5, and that the elements fa are linearly independent over 5.

It follows that © may be identified with the hypercomplex system Zs ob-

tained by considering Z as a hypercomplex system over K and extending the

field of coefficients from K to 5. Since K is strongly algebraically closed in 5,

(•) Cf. W. Krull, Der allgemeine Diskriminantensatz. Unverzweigte Ringerweilerungen, Math.

Zeit. vol. 45 (1939), and O. Zariski, loe. cit. note ('), p. 147, p. 193, Theorem 2'.
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Zs is a field by Corollary 2 to Proposition 7, §2, which proves our assertion.

Conversely, let us assume that 25 is a prime ideal whenever Z/K is a

finite algebraic extension; we shall then prove that K must be strongly alge-

braically closed in 5. Let 5* be the algebraic closure of 5; if Z/K is any

algebraic extension of finite degree contained in S*/K, the hypercomplex sys-

tem Zs over 5 is a field, which proves that [Z5:5] = [Z:K]. Taking first Z/K

to be purely inseparable, we see that S/K is separably generated. Taking

then for Z a subfield of 5, we see that K is algebraically closed in 5. Therefore

we have the following result:

Proposition 10. Let b be a prime ideal in K[Xi, • • • , Xn], and let S be

the field of quotients of the ring K[Xi, • • • , Xn]/b. If K is strongly algebrai-

cally closed in 5, awa* if Z/K is any extension of K, the ideal generated by b in

Z[Xi, • • • , Xn] is prime. Conversely, if the latter condition is verified whenever

Z/K is a finite algebraic extension, then K is strongly algebraically closed in 5.

Proposition 11. Let K be a field and let \> be a prime ideal in K\Xi, • • -,Xn].

Assume that K is strongly algebraically closed in the field of quotients of the ring

K [Xi, • • • , X„]/b. Let Z be any overfield of K, and let 25 be the ideal generated

by b in the ring Z[Xi, • • • , Xn], Then Z is strongly algebraically closed in the

field of quotients of the ring Z[Xi, • ■ • , X„]/25.

In fact, let Z* be the algebraic closure of Z. The ideal generated by 25 in

Z*[Xi, • • • , Xn] is prime; but this ideal is also the ideal generated by 25 in

the same ring, which proves our assertion.

We shall now give a proposition which is the base of the theory of prod-

ucts of algebraic varieties. We denote by K a field, and by (Xi, • • • , Xm),

(Yi, • • • , F„) two series of letters with no letter in common.

Proposition 12. Let u be a prime ideal in K[Xi, • • • , Xm] and let b be a

prime ideal in K[Yi, • • • , F»]. Let Id be the ideal generated by the elements of u

and of t)in K[Xi, • • ■ ,Xm, Fi, • • • , Yn]. Let S and T be the fields of quotients

of the rings K[X i, • • • ,Xm]/u,K[Ylt • • • , Fn]/b respectively. If K is strongly

algebraically closed in at least one of the fields 5, T, the ideal lb is prime. If K is

strongly algebraically closed in both S and T, it is also strongly algebraically

closed in the field of quotients of K\XU • • • , Xm, Fi, • • • , F„]/tb.

Assume that K is strongly algebraically closed in 5. We know that the

ideal generated by u in 7"[Xi, • • • , Xm] is prime. Let U be this ideal.

The ring 2sT[Fi, • • • , F„]/b may be considered as a vector space (in gen-

eral of infinite dimension) over K; let us take a linear base [ua] of this

vector space over K; for each a we select a representative Ua of the class ua

modulo b in 2C[Fi, • • • , F„]; every element of the latter ring is then con-

gruent modulo b to a linear combination with coefficients in K of the poly-

nomials Ua.
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Let F, G be two elements of K[Xi, • ■ • , Xm, Yi, • ■ • , Yn] such that

FGElQ- If we replace in F and G each letter Y¡ by its residue class modulo b,

we obtain two polynomials F, G in X\, • • • , Xm with coefficients in T, and

we have clearly FGEVi. Therefore at least one of the polynomials 7?, G, say F,

belongs to U. We may represent F in the form of a finite sum2~2a,Ma(M; a)Mua

where M runs over the distinct monomials in X\, • • • , Xm and where

a(M; a)EK. The elements u„ET, being linearly independent over K, may

be included in a linear base of T/K; remembering what we have said at the

beginning of this section, we see that 2^,Ma(M; a)MEu for every a. It fol-

lows that 2~léM,aa(M; a)MUaEto. On the other hand, we have clearly

F—2~^M,aa(M; a)MUaEto, whence FEto, which proves the first part of Prop-

osition 12.

Assume now that K is strongly algebraically closed in both S and T,

and let K* be the algebraic closure of K. The ideals u*, b* generated by it, b

in K*[Xi, • ■ • , Xm], K*[Yi, • ■ • , F„] respectively are prime by Proposi-

tion 10. By the first part of Proposition 12, the ideal lb* generated by it* and

b* in K*[Xi, • ■ ■ , Xm, Yi, • • • , Yn] is prime. But to* is also the ideal gen-

erated by lb, which proves the second part of Proposition 12 (taking into ac-

count the converse part of Proposition 10).

4. Extension of a prime ideal in a ring of power series. Let b be a prime

ideal in 7C[[Xi, • • • , Xn]] and let Z be any overfield of K. We shall denote

by 23 the ideal generated in Z[[XTi, • • • , Xn]] by the elements of b.

A good part of the theory of the ideal 23 may be constructed exactly

along the same lines as the theory of the extension of a prime ideal in a

ring of polynomials. We observe that, if {f„} isa linear base of Z/K, every

element of Z[[.Xi, • • • , Xn]] may be represented in one and only one way

in the form 2^,«Aata, with AaEK[[Xi, • • • , Xn]]. This sum may be infinite

if Z is not of finite degree over K, but, given any k>0, almost all the power

series Aa begin with terms of total degrees greater than or equal to k. We

conclude as before that S&(~\K[[Xi, • • • , Xn]] = b.

Let o, O be the rings K[[Xi, • • • , Xn]]/\>, Z[[XU • • • , -XB]]/33 respec-

tively, o and O are complete local rings(7), and o may be identified with a

subring of O. Every element of O may be written in one and only one way

in the form ^aöafa, aaEo; such a sum may be infinite, but, if k>0, we have

aaEpk for almost all a, where p is the ideal of non-units of o.

Let {yi, • • • , y,\ be a system of parameters in o. We know that

yi, • • • ,yr are analytically independent over K and that o is a finite module

over 7C[[yi, • • • , yr]]. Let 5 be the field of quotients of o: 5 contains the

field of quotients K((yu ■ • • , yT)) of 7i[[yi, • • • , yr]], and we can find a

linear base \ui, • • • , ud] of S/K((yu • ■ ■ , yr)) which is composed of ele-

ments of o. Since o is finite over K[\yu • • • , yT]], there exists in the latter

(7) For the notions relative to local rings, cf. my paper On the theory of local rings, Ann. of

Math. (2) vol. 44 (1943) p. 690.
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ring an element c^O such that co(Z£¡t=iK[[yi, ■ ■■ , yr]]ut.

The elements yi, • • • , y, belong to the ideal of non-units of O, and we

may therefore construct the ring Z[\yi, • ■ ■ , yr]] of the elements of O which

may be represented as power series in yi, ■ • • , yr with coefficients in Z.

Every element of this ring may be represented in one and only one way in

the form ^afl«r« with a„G2v[[yi, • • • , yr]], which proves that yi, • ■ • ,yrare

analytically independent over Z in ¡D. Moreover, we see that the conditions

Z?_i0i«i = O>0iGZ[[yiI • • • , yr]] imply <bi = 0 (I ^i^d).
By the same argument which was used in §3, we may conclude that an

element not equal to 0 in Z [ [yi, • • ■ , yr] ] is not a zero divisor in O (using the

same notations as in §3, observe that, if c is the element introduced above,

we have cbaÇ^.jK\\yi, • • • , yr]] -Ui for all a, which validates our argument

even in the case where the sums under consideration are infinite).

We conclude as above that the ring of quotients © of O is the hypercom-

plex system Sz((ïl,...,,r)) over Z((yi, • • • , yr)), and we have therefore the

following result:

Proposition 9a. Let \>be a prime ideal of dimension r in K\\X\, ■ • • , X„]]

and let Z be any over field of K. The ideal generated by t)in Z[ \XU ■ ■ ■ , Xn]] is

an intersection of primary ideals whose associated prime ideals are of dimension r.

Moreover, taking into account Propositions 4, §1, and 6, §2, we see that

25 is always prime when K is strongly algebraically closed in Z.

Following the analogy with the case of an ideal in a ring of polynomials,

we might expect that 25 is also always prime when K is strongly algebraically

closed in 5. This is, however, not the case as can be shown by an example.

This means that we have to make some more stringent requirement on the

ideal b in order to insure its "absolutely prime" character.

Before being able to formulate this additional requirement, we need the

following notion. Let o be a complete local ring which contains a field K,

and let (w„)n=i,2,... be a sequence of elements of o which converges to 0 in o;

if anG.K (ra = l, 2, • • • ), the series X)»a»M» is always convergent in o. We

shall say that the elements un (ra = 1, 2, • • ■ ) are strongly linearly independent

over K if the conditions X)™<2*Mn = 0, anÇiK, imply a„ = 0 (ra = l, 2, • • • ). The

elements of a finite sequence are said to be strongly linearly independent

when they are linearly independent.

Definition 3. A complete local ring o containing a field K of characteristic

p7¿0 is said to be separably generated over K when the following condition is

satisfied: if (v„) is any finite or infinite sequence of elements of o which are

strongly linearly independent over K, the elements v^ are strongly linearly inde-

pendent over K. If a complete local domain of integrity o is separably generated

over K and if moreover K is algebraically closed in the field of quotients of o, we

shall say that K is strongly algebraically closed in o.
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We observe that this definition coincides with our previous definition of

"separably generated" in the case where o is a field Z, the ideal of non-units

of o being then the zero ideal of Z.

On the other hand, we see immediately that, if a complete local domain

of integrity is separably generated over K, its field of quotients is also separa-

bly generated over K.

Proposition 10a. Let b be a prime ideal in K[[Xi, • • • , X„]] and let Z

be an over field of K. Assume that K is strongly algebraically closed in the ring

o=7sT[[Xi, • • • , -Xn]]/b. Then the ideal generated by b in Z\\Xi, • ■ ■ , Xn]]

is prime.

Using only the assumption that K is algebraically closed in the field of quo-

tients 5 of o, we first prove that © = -Sz((»1, • • .,*-» does not contain any proper

idempotent element. In fact, assume that e=^f=10jM< is an idempotent in ©

with <f>iEZ ((yi, - • • yr)) (l^i^d); if M,w,=Xrt_iC.j*«* (1 ̂ i,júd), we have

d.d

2~2   <Pi<t>jCi,k = <t>k (1 á A á d).
i—l,i-\

We consider now the system of algebraic equations

(1) Ç <bi<bjCiik = <pk (1 á * £¡ d)
i i

in the letters <pi, • • ■ , 4>d with coefficients in K((yi, • • - , yT))- If Y* is the

algebraic closure of Z((yi, • • • , yr)), the solutions of (1) in elements of F*

are in a one-to-one correspondence with the idempotents of the hypercomplex

system Sy over F*. But a commutative hypercomplex system with a unit

element has only a finite number of distinct idempotent elements, from which

it follows that the system (1) has only a finite number of solutions in F*,

and therefore that every such solution is algebraic over K((yi, • • • , yr)).

It follows that the elements <pi, • • • , 4>d of Z((yu • • ■ , yr)) are algebraic over

K((yi, • • • , yr))- We shall see that they are separable over this field. In fact,

if K is of characteristic pT^O, we have e = ep, whence ^¿«/»fwf = 22><r>.'M¿; but

we have w?=X£.ia<;M;> a-nEK((yi, ■ ■ ■ , yr)), whence <pj=2^-i4>'a-ii and

4>< E K((yi, ■■■ , yr))(<pï, ■ ■ ■ , <j>Pd) (1 ^ i £ d)

which proves our assertion.

It follows then immediately from Lemma 1, §2, that e already belongs to

■&'<(»,, • • -,»r)). where K'/K is a finite algebraic separable extension of K con-

tained in Z/K. Using the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 10, §3,

we observe that

Sk'uvi,- --.vr)) = Ks ■

Since K'/K is separable and K is algebraically closed in S, we have [7C'5:5]
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= [Tv'.Tv] (where K' and 5 are considered as subfields of the algebraic closure

of 5 for instance; cf. the corollary to Proposition 7, §2); it follows that KJ

is a field, whence e = 0 or « = 1.

We now proceed to prove Proposition 10a. We may assume without loss

of generality that Z is algebraically closed. We observe that, if K'/K is any

extension of K, we shall be assured that 5a-'((„,, .. .,„,» is a field as soon as we

know that this hypercomplex system is semi-simple. We shall first prove that

this is the case when K' = Kp~f, where p is the characteristic of K, which is

assumed to be not equal to 0 (observe that Proposition 10a would already be

proved if K were of characteristic 0). It is sufficient to prove that the condi-

tions <p=^Li<PiUi, <PiGKp~'((yi, • • ■ , y,)), <b2 = 0 imply <p = 0. We have

<t>fGK((y?, ■ ■ ■ , yf)); we can find an element 05¿O in K[[yf', • • • , yf]]
such that (pt 0£2s7[[yi , • • • , yf]]. Let us arrange in a simple sequence (pk)

the elements of o which can be written as monomials in yi, ■ • • , yr; we have

limi,oo/it = 0 and 6<pf =^kaikpf, aikÇ:K. Since <j>2 = 0, we have ^ifâ u? = 0,

whence

J^ aik(pkUi)p/ = 0.
ik

Since Mi, • • • , Ud are linearly independent over K((yu • • ■ ,yr)), the elements

pkUi (lá¿<», lúi=¡d) are strongly linearly independent over K; since o

is separably generated over K, the same holds for the elements (pt«,)^,

whence aa = 0 for all (i, k) and <£, = 0 (1 ^i^d), which proves our assertion.

We set Ka = Vj;.iKp~'', F0 = Vj;_12£>~'((yi, • ■ ■ , yT)). We have seen that

Sy„ is a field. In order to prove that 5a-m((»1. • • -, yr)> is a field, it will be suffi-

cient to show that K„((yi, • • • , yr)) is separably generated over Fo. If

G is any field such that F0C7,iCF¿/í', we see immediately that LiQL

= Y0(y\/P, • • • , y\lp). We have [KK((yu • • • , yr))L:KK((yu • ■■ , yr))] = P'

= [L: Fo], whence also [KK((yu • • • , yr))Li:K„((yu • • ■ , yr))]= [G: F0],

which proves our assertion.

It follows that 5&-0„t(ifi, • • •.»,)) is a field. Since Kx is a perfect field, the ex-

tension Z/KK is obviously separably generated ; therefore the same holds for

the extension Z((yu • ■ ■ , yr))/KM((yi, ■ ■ ■ , yr)) (by Proposition 4, §1),

which completes the proof of Proposition 10a.

Proposition 10b. Let b be a prime ideal in K[[Xi, • • • , Xn]] and let K*

be the algebraic closure of K. If the ideal generated by b in K* [ [Xi, • ■ ■ , Xn]] is

prime, K is strongly algebraically closed in the ring o = K[[Xi, ■ ■ ■ , X„]]/ö.

The statement to the effect that K is algebraically closed in the field of

quotients 5 of o is proved exactly in the same way as the corresponding

statement in Proposition 10, §3. In order to prove that o is separably gener-

ated over K, we return for a moment to the consideration of an arbitrary

extension Z/2sT of K and we observe that, if (vn) is a sequence of elements
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of o such that lim fl„ = 0, the strong linear independence of the elements vn

in o over K implies their strong linear independence over Z in the ring de-

noted above by £). In fact, assume that 2Z„¿>„»„ = 0, bnEZ; we may write bn

in the form 2^,°t>n,aÇa, bn,aEK; for every n we have ¿>n,a = 0 for almost all a;

it follows immediately that, k being any integer greater than 0 and p being

the ideal of non-units in o, there are only a finite number of pairs (n, a) for

which bn,avnEpk; we may therefore write 2^inbnvn=2^)aÇa(22nbniavn). It fol-

lows that^„o„,ai'n = 0 for every a, whence ¿>„,„ = 0 for every (n, a) and ô» = 0

for every n. This being said, assume now that Z = K* and that yi»a«Pn = 0.

a„EK. We haxe a]/v EK* and CCnanV)* = 0 in £>. If the ideal generated by b

in 7C*[[.Xi, • • • , Xn]] is prime, O is a domain of integrity, whence J*.*.al/pv*

= 0, al/p = 0 for all n, which proves that o is separably generated over K.

Proposition 11a. Let K be a field and let b be a prime ideal in

K\\Xi, • ■ • , Xn]]. Assume that K is strongly algebraically closed in the

ring K\\Xi, • • • , .X„]]/b. Let Z be any overfield of K, and let 23 be the ideal
generated by b in the ring Z[[.Xi, • • • , .Xn]]. Then Z is strongly algebraically

closed in the ring Z[[Xi, • • • , X„]]/23.

The proof is entirely similar to the proof of Proposition 11, §3.

Proposition 12 however cannot be extended so easily to the case of ideals

in rings of power series. We need here a supplementary notion (strong linear

base of a complete local ring) which we shall establish at the beginning of

the next section.

5. The field of definition of an ideal.

Proposition 13. Let b be an ideal in K[[Xi, • • • , Xn]]. We can find a

set M of monomials in Xi, • • • , X„ which has the following property: if F is

any element of K[[Xi, • • • , Xn]], there exists one and only one power series F'

oftheform2~^ME:Ma(M)M, a(M)EK, such that F^F' (mod b).

To every power series V¿¿0 in b let us assign its "initial form" V*, which

is the sum of the terms of lowest degree which appear in V. Let b* be the

ideal generated in K [Xi, • • • , Xn] by the initial forms of the elements of V.

If k is any integer greater than or equal to 0, we denote by Fk the linear space

over K formed by the forms of degree k and by b** the set b*P\ Fk. We can

find a finite set Mk of monomials of degree k such that every F*EFk may

be represented in one and only one way in the form y^1Mf^Mia(M)M+W*,

a(m)EK, W*Et>k*. We set M= \J^0Mk.

If a power series V of the form 2^,M^Ma(M)M belongs to b, we have

a(M) =0 for every M. In fact, if we had V^0, V would have an initial form

V* of degree say k, and V* would be of the form 2^^GMka(M)M, with some

a(M)?±0, which is impossible since V*Eb*-

Let now F be any element of Tiff-X^ • • • , X„]]. We shall construct by

induction on k a polynomial F¿ of degree less than or equal to k which is a
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linear combination of the monomials M£ M and is such that F—F¿ £b+£*+1,

where r. is the ideal generated by X\, ■ • • , Xn. We observe first that every

form W*?¿0 in b** is the initial form of some element of b; in fact, we can

write W*=£liAiV? where each V? is the initial form of an element F,£b

and where Ai is a form of degree equal to k— d°(V?); it follows immediately

that W* is the initial form of the element^¿.4<V¿£b. This being said, if 1Gb,

we set Fk =0 for every k; if not, we have necessarily l£Af and we set

2*0' =2?(0, • • • , 0). Assume that Fk has already been determined; we can

find an element Fi£b such that F—Fk — F¡t£r*+1; if this element belongs

to £*+2, we set Fk+1 = Fk ; if not, the initial form of F—Fk — Vk is of degree

k + l and may be expressed in the form ^M£Mk+la(M)M+Wk*+i, where

W*+i£bi*+i; therefore W*+i is the initial form of an element of b (or is 0) ; we

then set

Fl+i =F'k+    £    a(M)M

and we have F-Fk'+iE*+zk+2.

Moreover our construction shows that F' = fo +Xr.o(W+i ~ W ) is a

power series of the form ^,ME.Ma(M)M, and that F— 2<"£b+ï* for every k.

Since b is closed in 2C[[Xi, ■ • • , Xn]], it follows that F—F'(E.ti, which proves

Proposition 12.

We can arrange the set of the residue classes modulo b of the elements

MÇE.M into a simple sequence (pk). The elements of this sequence are

strongly linearly independent over b, and every element of the ring 0

= K[ [Xi, • • • , .Xn]]/b is expressible in one and only one way in the form of

an infinite sum of the form ^icOicPk, akÇ_K. Such a sequence is called a strong

linear base of 0 over K.

Having proved the existence of a strong linear base, we may proceed to

generalize Proposition 12, §3:

Proposition 12a. Let ubea prime ideal in K [ [Xu • • • , Xm] ] and let b be a

prime ideal in K[[Yi, ■ • ■ , Yn]]. Let tv be the ideal generated by the elements of u

and of b in K[[Xlt • • • , Xm, Fi, • • • , F„]]. Let 8 araa" t be the rings

K[[Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xm]]/u araa* 2v[[Fi, • • • , F„]]/b respectively. If K is strongly

algebraically closed in at least one of the rings 8, t, the ideal It) is prime. If K is

strongly algebraically closed in both, it is strongly algebraically closed in the ring

K[[Xu ■ ■ ■ ,Xn, Yi, ■ ■ ■ , Yn]]/to.

Assume that K is strongly algebraically closed in 3. Let T be the field of

quotients of t; the ideal 11 generated by the elements of 11 in ^[[Xi, • • -,X„]]

is prime by Proposition 10a. We take a strong linear base {ua} of the ring t

over K, and we select for each ua a representative Ua(E.K[[Yi, • • • , F„]]

of the residue class ua modulo b. This being done, we can follow step by step
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the proof of Proposition 12, the finite sums which occur there being here

replaced by infinite sums which are convergent.

Another application of the notion of strong linear base is given by the

theory of the field of definition of an ideal in a ring of power series(8). Let b

be an ideal in 7sT[[Xi, • • • , .Xn]]; we shall say that b is "definable" in a sub-

field K' of K when there exists a system of generators of b which is composed

of elements of K' [[Xu ■ ■ • ,!„]].

Proposition 14. Among all the subfields of K in which an ideal b in

K[[Xi, • ■ ■ , Xn]] is definable, there exists a smallest one, which is contained in

every other.

We construct a set M of monomials with the property described in Propo-

sition 13, and we denote by TV the set of the monomials which do not belong to

M. If NEN, we can find a power series Gu of the form X^G iua(M; N)M such

that N=Gn (mod b). If F is any power series, we may write F=y^.M(= iab(M)M

+2^,NENb(N)N, and we have

F = Z  (b(M) + X)  b(N)a(M; N) J M (mod b).

(Observe that the sum 2^2N^Nb(N)a(M; N) contains only a finite number of

terms not equal to 0 because a(M; N)=0 as soon as N is of degree greater

than M.) If we have FED, we have b(M)+2Z^GNb(N)a(M; N) =0for all M,
whence F=2ZN<=Nb(N)(N-GN).

The ideal b' generated by the elements N—Gft coincides with b; in fact,

we have clearly b'Cb; on the other hand, since b' is a closed set, every con-

vergent infinite linear combination of elements of b' belongs to b', whence

FGb'if FED-
It follows that b is definable in the field 7CD obtained by adjunction to the

primitive field contained in K of all elements a(M; N), for MEM, NEN.

Let conversely K' be any subfield of K in which b is definable. Since

7f'[[.Xi, • • • , Xn]] is Noetherian, it contains a finite set { Vi, • • • , Vh} of

generators of b. We may therefore write N—Gjv = Z?=i-4.,ArF'¿, where each

A i,n is a power series with coefficients in K. Let us now associate with every

monomial P in Xi, • • • , X„ and to every i (l^i^h) an indeterminate «p,<;

we set Ui — ?.pUp.iP; if N' is any monomial of the set N, we denote by X^-

the coefficient of N' in the power series ZJ_1Z7<F,;Xjy is a linear form in a

finite number of the indeterminates up,i with coefficients in K'. Consider

now the system of linear equations

\n(up,í) = 1; \N'(up,i) = 0 for all TV" ̂ N in TV.

The coefficients of this system belong to K' ; on the other hand, the system

(8) The corresponding theory for ideals in polynomial rings has been developed by André

Weil (cf. Arithmétique et géométrie sur les variétés algébriques, Hermann, Paris, 1935).
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has a solution in K, given by the coefficients of the power series Aí,n; there-

fore, it has also a solution in K', which proves the existence of power series

A¡tIf with coefficients in K' such that

¿ AUVi = N -  E  a'(M; N)M       (a'(M, N) G K).
¿_i neuf

We have clearly a'(M; N)Q.K'. On the other hand we have

E   (a'(M; N) - a(M; N))M = ¿ 04,'.* - ¿«r)F, G b,
M G* >_i

whence a'(Af; 2V) =a(M; N) for all (if, 2V), which proves that a(M; N)E.K',

whence K^QK'. Proposition 14 is thereby proved.

Similarly, if b is an ideal in K[Xlt ■ • • , Xn], we shall say that b is defin-

able in a subfield K' of K if it has a set of generators composed of elements of

K'[Xi, • • • , Xn\.

Proposition 14a. Among all the subfields of K in which an ideal b in

K[Xi, • • • , X„] is definable there exists a smallest one, which is contained in

every other.

The proof of Proposition 14a is entirely similar to the proof of Proposi-

tion 14. The set Mis replaced by a set of monomials whose residue classes form

a linear base of the ring K[Xlt • • • , X„]/b over K (the existence of such a

set follows from Zorn's lemma) ; the infinite sums which occurred in the proof

of Proposition 13 are replaced by finite sums.

The smallest field in which an ideal b in either K [Xi, • • • , Xn] or

2sT[[Xi, • • • , Xn\] is definable is called the field of definition of the ideal b.
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